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You Can’t Make a Silk Purse 
Out of a Sow’s Ear

Agile methods don’t scale and will be passé
in a year or three. Hitching them to lean
won’t change anything.

The Wind Beneath Agile’s Wings

Despite industry-wide adoption of agile
methods at the project level, sustained
large-scale agile initiatives are fewer and
further between. But adaptive, lean gover-
nance of programs and portfolios will lift
agile to new heights and help transform
IT governance overall.

“I believe that we must begin
by evolving our organizations
toward adaptive governance
and away from plan-driven
governance, just as agile
projects have evolved toward
adaptive management and
away from plan-driven
management.”

— Sanjiv Augustine,
Guest Editor
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Agile methods (Scrum, XP, Crystal, DSDM, Feature-
Driven Development, etc.) have moved into the main-
stream over the past few years. Earlier in their adoption
cycle, industry leaders such as BMC Software, British
Telecom, Capital One, DTE Energy, and Yahoo! discov-
ered that, when implemented appropriately, agile meth-
ods accelerate project delivery times, increase customer
and employee satisfaction, and enable flexible changes
in business requirements. These companies adopted
agile methods and, as a result, realized faster through-
put and higher business customer satisfaction on indi-
vidual projects. Based on this evidence and growing
success, the move toward agile methods is now a
widespread industry phenomenon. 

Yet despite undeniable wins with agile at the project
level in many quarters, sustained large-scale initiatives
to adopt agile methods are fewer and further between.
Agile adoption initiatives are known to run into hurdles
when the company culture is at odds with core agile
values. VersionOne’s 2008 State of Agile Development
Survey1 identifies the inability to change organizational
culture as the leading barrier to further agile adoption.
What are some of the organizational factors that are
at odds with agile values and are preventing further
adoption of agile within organizations? 

One factor is IT governance. Many experts in the agile
space believe that there is now a significant misalign-
ment between the way agile projects are run and the
way IT projects are governed in general. IT program
and portfolio management, in particular, seem to be at
the root of many of these alignment issues. As a conse-
quence, corporate project portfolios remain challenged
in many organizations. Executives still see projects that
are late and overbudget, deliver poor value, and have
less-than-satisfied business sponsors and end users.
How can we scale agile methods beyond individual
projects so that the programs and portfolios within
which they exist can benefit unequivocally? I believe
that we must begin by evolving our organizations
toward adaptive governance and away from plan-driven
governance, just as agile projects have evolved toward

adaptive management and away from plan-driven
management. 

In most organizations that have adopted agile methods,
the techniques used for program and portfolio manage-
ment are still predictive or plan-driven. They consist
of yearly budgeting cycles and capacity planning and
heavily matrixed resource management. It’s no sur-
prise, then, that despite adopting agile methods for
their projects, many organizations have yet to exploit
their full benefits at the portfolio level. Or to put it
another way, agile projects are constrained because
portfolios are clogged with the debris of failing projects
and with slow-moving projects that delay more critical
initiatives. Consequently, organizations are unable to
properly staff projects and deliver them at a rate that
their business customers would appreciate. 

How can the project portfolio be unclogged so that
business value can flow and projects can complete
faster? How, specifically, can program and portfolio
management be improved? In this issue of Cutter IT
Journal, our contributing authors explore a variety of
different approaches to this challenge. 

In our first article, Scott Ambler explores how portfolio
management and agile software development can not
only coexist peacefully, but actually enhance each other.
Ambler presents an overview of both portfolio man-
agement and agile software development and then
explores how portfolio management fits into the agile
project lifecycle. Ambler takes a comprehensive view
of that lifecycle, noting, “Many people like to solely
focus on the predevelopment and development aspects
of portfolio management, but that would be a mistake.”

by Sanjiv Augustine

Get The Cutter Edge free: www.cutter.com

Agile projects are constrained because portfo-
lios are clogged with the debris of failing proj-
ects and with slow-moving projects that delay
more critical initiatives.

http://www.cutter.com
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Indeed, he sees portfolio management beginning with
“Iteration -1” (a pre-preproject phase in which the orga-
nization weighs the risks and decides to pursue a proj-
ect) and ending only with system retirement. Regardless
of what stage you are at, Ambler argues that the greater
project visibility and increased stakeholder control
offered by agile development will “enable effective
monitoring and management of the development proj-
ects within your IT portfolio.” He offers an IT asset clas-
sification approach that can help guide organizations’
refactoring efforts, and wraps up by relating portfolio

management to other enterprise disciplines, including
enterprise architecture, enterprise business modeling,
and strategic reuse of assets across the portfolio. 

Next, Cutter Senior Consultant Johanna Rothman
delves into the details of selecting a ranking method
for your project portfolio. Rothman begins by
recommending that you ask the hard question of
whether the project should exist at all, and she closes
with the sage advice that you not forget to kill non-
performing projects. In between, she tells how you can
rank projects by assigning them a point value, weighing
the risk of doing (or not doing) them, reviewing the
project context, using double- or single-elimination
methods, or assessing them in light of your organiza-
tion’s mission and values. To get an idea of when each
of these methods is called for, we follow Dave the CIO
and his team on their portfolio management journey,
seeing how they employ the various ranking methods
as their circumstances dictate. And if committing to a
definite project ranking seems too daunting, Rothman
reminds us that ranking “isn’t forever” and that “you
have only to wait for one iteration to finish until you
can rerank your portfolio.” Knowing they have that
flexibility, even commitment-phobes will find it easier
to make the necessary project ranking decisions. 

In our third article, Cutter Senior Consultant Jens
Coldewey walks us through his agile portfolio planning
experience at TWeb, a product company in the travel
industry. TWeb originally hired Coldewey to introduce
XP, with the aim of improving the productivity of their
development team. However, it didn’t take him long to
discover that TWeb had much bigger problems, includ-
ing a planning process in such disarray that “measured
on a CMM® scale, this company was definitely on
Level 1 — chaos — for the single reason that CMM
does not define a Level 0.” Some of TWeb’s customers
had been waiting on promised features for up to three
years — and were starting to call in their lawyers
and/or publicly threatening to decamp. Coldewey
describes how TWeb took their first steps toward intro-
ducing basic agile planning and how success in stabiliz-
ing their short-term plans eventually led to a portfolio
planning game designed to forecast into the next two
years. The devastating picture that emerged led to a
tense confrontation, a momentous decision — and the
resignation of one angry executive. Coldewey concludes
by bringing us up to date on what has happened at
TWeb in the 15 months since then.

Next up, we have another case study — but all resem-
blance between the last article and this one ends there.
In contrast to TWeb, with its development chaos and

IN NEXT MONTH’S ISSUE
Managing Enterprise Risk in a Failing
Economy: Is It Time for Risk Management 3.0?
Guest Editor: Robert N. Charette

Many economists believe that the risks present in the cur-
rent economic downturn have the potential to repeat the
Depression years of the 1930s. Governments across the
globe are struggling to stabilize their individual economies
from the financial contagion that started with subprime
mortgages and spread all the way to the corporate and con-
sumer credit markets. As governments commit trillions of
dollars in coordinated risk mitigation efforts to try to prevent
a total global economic meltdown, ironically, fingers are also
pointing at risk (mis)management as a major cause of the
current economic crisis. Poor risk management models have
been blamed, at least in part, for the problems at Lehman
Brothers, Bear Stearns, and UBS — which in the first two
cases led to their demise. Investor Warren Buffet recently
summed up the skepticism about complicated quantitative
risk management models, noting: “All I can say is, beware of
geeks ... bearing formulas.”

In next month’s issue of Cutter IT Journal, we’ll debate the
role of risk management in the current economic crisis. You’ll
hear from one author who pins the economic collapse not on
flawed risk management models, but on the lack of moral
fiber in executive suites and boardrooms. You’ll learn how
the “predictable irrationality” of human beings is to blame
for the waxing and waning of enterprise risk management
efforts — and what you can to do stabilize risk management
practice in your organization. And you’ll discover the three
enterprise risk management gaps you must close to help
your organization withstand risks and ultimately improve
the creation — and protection — of shareholder value. 

Have the reports of risk management’s death been greatly
exaggerated? Tune in next month and find out.
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customer defections, SciQuest is a fast-growing software
as a service (SaaS) company that has embraced a Scrum-
based, agile product development process and enjoys
near 100% customer renewal rates. But even award-
winning companies can find their numbers going in
the wrong direction, as SciQuest’s customer support
department did last year. SciQuest COO Jamie Duke
and Cutter Senior Consultant Sam Bayer narrate
the story:  

In the case of our customer support department, our man-
date was clear. We needed to reduce the number of cus-
tomer incidents reported per module per month by 20%
in Q4 2008 as compared to Q4 2007. ... At the end of Q1
2008, we were startled to learn that not only had we not
improved over the previous quarter, but in fact our
performance had deteriorated significantly.

Customer support responded by assembling a cross-
functional team in a two-day workshop to identify proj-
ects that could get the department back on track. Taking
a lean portfolio management approach, the team came
up with 17 potential incident-reducing projects and
graded them on an A+ to C scale. Obviously the A+
projects — those with “the highest potential to remove
the greatest number of incidents in the shortest period
of time with the least amount of cost and risk” — were
tackled first, and by the end of Q2 2008, the number of
reported incidents per month had improved 22%. But
where SciQuest’s lean portfolio management approach
really showed its mettle was not in these successes,
but in one notable failure. When customers rejected
SciQuest’s efforts to productize internal tools so the
customers could debug their own workflow snags, the
company responded to the feedback by redeploying
resources to higher-value projects in the portfolio.

Last but not least, Cutter Senior Consultants Bob
Benson and Tom Bugnitz explore how lean portfolio
management might be transformative for IT. I say
“might,” because the authors clearly feel that the jury
is out on this question. They see two barriers to the
widespread adoption of lean portfolio management: 

The first is that lean portfolio management touches on the
fundamental issue in IT decision making: justifying and
reconciling conflicting demands for resources. This may
require more structure and deliberation than lean portfo-
lio management is prepared to provide. The second is that
effective business management participation in this deci-
sion making may be hard to come by.

Benson and Bugnitz speak to the very real challenges
of getting business partners on board who may not
“want to spend the time and energy or risk the political

exposure.” They also analyze whether lean portfolio
management is compatible with corporate IT decision-
making processes. The authors then propose two
approaches that may help us begin to define a lean
portfolio management process — one that relies on
Warren McFarlan’s “IT importance” quadrants and
another based on the cultural assessment method
they’ve devised in their 25 years of consulting. They
conclude with the hard truth that lean portfolio man-
agement must enable organizations to kill off failing
(or simply low-value) projects, for “without the possibil-
ity that projects can be stopped, management will have
no stake in the process.”

All our authors bring us valuable portfolio management
perspectives and techniques as the industry attempts
to figure out how to scale agile methods, sustain agile
adoption over the long term and across the enterprise,
and provide adaptive governance of our IT programs
and portfolios. I’m confident that you will be able to
glean insights from their work that will aid you in your
own agile journey. 

Happy Reading!
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ENDNOTE
13rd Annual State of Agile Development Survey. VersionOne,
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The goal of portfolio management within an IT environ-
ment is to help improve the overall efficiency and effec-
tiveness of IT efforts within an organization. You do
this by ensuring that all projects and existing systems
are visible, planned for, and aligned to the goals of your
organization. Critical activities within your portfolio
management discipline include project identification
and selection, project monitoring and governance, and
IT inventory management. Enterprise disciplines, such
as portfolio management, are important because suc-
cessful IT departments look beyond the needs of a sin-
gle system. Studies have shown that organizations that
manage their IT investments most successfully generate
as much as a 40% higher return than their competitors.1

Portfolio management is arguably one of the most mis-
understood aspects of IT activities, perhaps because of
its cross-system scope and because there is so little writ-
ten about it at the practitioner level. My goal with this

article is to shed some light on this mysterious disci-
pline, explain how it can be an effective aspect of your
agile endeavors, and show how you can be more agile
in your approach to portfolio management. 

Defining agile software development isn’t as straightfor-
ward as one would think, which is one of several reasons
that there still isn’t an industry-standard definition.
Many people point to the values of the Agile Manifesto2, 3

as a definition, yet for me those are interesting philoso-
phies (to which I wholeheartedly subscribe), but they’re
not a very good definition. Some people simply state that
you know agile when you see it — which is a great defi-
nition for the agile consultants among us, but not so
great for people who are still trying to understand what
agile is all about. The definition for agile software devel-
opment presented in the sidebar is the one that we devel-
oped within IBM Software Group and promote with our
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Portfolio Management and Agile Software Development
by Scott W. Ambler

A PLAN FOR ALL SEASONS

TERMINOLOGY DEFINED

I’d like to define several important terms used throughout this article:

Agile software development is a disciplined, evolutionary (iterative and incremental) approach to development that regularly
produces high-quality software in a cost-effective and timely manner. It is performed in a highly collaborative and self-organizing
fashion, with active stakeholder participation to ensure that the team understands and addresses the changing needs of its
stakeholders. Agile development teams provide repeatable results by adopting just the right amount of ceremony for the situation
they face. 

IT portfolio is a collection of IT projects, both proposed and in progress, as well as the deployed systems within your organization.
Your IT portfolio should be a diversified mix of high-risk/high-reward and low-risk/low-reward elements, all leading to the creation
of systems to support a strategic business goal.

Portfolio management is the management of all the various programs within your IT portfolio.

Agile portfolio management is a lightweight and highly collaborative approach to portfolio management. 

Program management is the management of a subset of projects within your portfolio. Large organizations will often choose to
organize related groups of projects or systems into programs; for example, a financial institution may have banking, insurance,
online brokerage, and private banking programs within its portfolio. Doing so can help create synergy between similar efforts
and offer a more efficient mechanism for managing and reporting projects.

Project management is the management of a single project. A project may exist outside of any particular program, but it still
should be identified by the portfolio manager.
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customers worldwide. Although this definition describes
what we believe to be the essential aspects of agile, we
still find that many of our customers struggle to identify
which of their teams, if any, are taking an agile approach.
We believe that to claim a project team is taking a disci-
plined approach to agile development, it must conform
to all of the following criteria:

Working software. The team delivers a potentially
shippable working system for each iteration.

Regression testing. Minimally, developers do regular
regression testing as part of their continual integra-
tion efforts. Better yet, they’re doing test-driven
development (TDD) and independent parallel testing4

to address scaling issues. 

Teams are self-organizing within a reasonable gov-
ernance framework. Agile team members should be
actively involved with detailed planning and estimat-
ing; they should not just have plans and estimates
provided to them by others. Agile teams will often
do two-level planning, including both high-level
release planning and detailed iteration planning;
take a risk/value driven approach to development;
collect simple and relevant metrics; and continually
monitor those metrics.

Active participation by stakeholders. Stakeholders
should actively participate in the day-to-day activities
of the project team. Ideally, stakeholders should con-
trol the budget, scope, and prioritization of require-
ments and be able to adjust these things throughout
the project.

Regular improvement. Members of the team regu-
larly reflect on how they work together and then act
to improve on their findings.

I’d like to make several important observations. First,
there is nothing inherent to agile software development
that means agile projects cannot fit into a portfolio
management framework. Second, nor is there anything
that implies that all software development projects
within a portfolio need to follow the same approach.
Third, the choice of development paradigm for a poten-
tial system is an important decision point in project
identification and selection because of the different
risk and benefit profiles of each paradigm. Fourth,
because different projects will follow different develop-
ment paradigms, your project monitoring efforts must
be flexible enough to handle the range of projects that
your organization is doing.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT THROUGHOUT 
THE PROJECT LIFECYCLE

Although portfolio management is a cross-system enter-
prise discipline, it is valuable to consider it from the
point of view of a single system. Figure 1 depicts this
viewpoint, showing that portfolio management occurs
throughout the entire lifecycle of a system — from
before its inception through development, production,
and even retirement. Perhaps one of the reasons most
IT professionals misunderstand portfolio management
is that so much of it occurs beyond the scope of soft-
ware development. Project identification and selection
occur before the development effort, and much of the
monitoring effort occurs afterward (production and 
system retirement). 

Organizations have limited resources and many oppor-
tunities in which to invest those resources. As a result,
you must choose wisely when starting up a potential IT
project if you want to truly maximize stakeholder ROI.
A common concept within the agile community is that

Figure 1 — Portfolio management activities throughout the system lifecycle.

http://www.cutter.com
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of “Iteration 0,” which is the initial part of the develop-
ment portion of the system lifecycle.5 It is during this
iteration that you do the fundamental work of getting
your project team organized, including initial require-
ments and architecture envisioning, bringing people
into the team, setting up workstations, and initial high-
level release planning. Iteration 0 presumes that some-
one has already made the decision to go ahead with
the project, so this “first” iteration really isn’t the first,
because work must occur before it can begin. To keep
the numbering scheme consistent, let’s say that this
work occurs during “Iteration -1.”6

Project Identification and Selection

Although Figure 1 shows the project identification and
selection activity occurring before a project begins, which
is true from the point of view of the project, this effort
is actually an ongoing activity that takes place over the
years. Ideas for potential projects will come from a vari-
ety of sources — senior managers who are reacting to
opportunities and challenges within the marketplace,
enterprise business modelers who recognize gaps in your
organization’s ability to address your chosen market
niche, enterprise architects who are responsible for your
organization’s technical direction, existing project teams
working on related systems, and even line staff.

The project identification and selection effort can and
should be as agile as you can possibly make it. You
should collaborate with stakeholders who are knowl-
edgeable enough and motivated enough to consider
the proposed project and invest in just enough effort to
understand the potential opportunity of each project
suggestion. When a project is first proposed, an initial
investment will be made in:

Defining it at a high level. This includes exploring
how the new functionality will improve your organi-
zation’s presence in the market, how it will affect
profitability, and how it will affect the people within
your organization. Remember that not all projects
will make the initial cut, so you only want to invest
enough effort at this point to get a good “gut feel” for
the business potential. Although traditional method-
ologies will recommend developing a vision docu-
ment, I prefer Outside-In Development’s7 focus on

identifying the potential stakeholders and their goals,
which is key information to help identify the scope of
the effort. At this point in time, strategic business
ideas start to turn into tactical decisions, something
that will continue into Iteration 0 and beyond. 

Identifying a viable strategy for the project. There
are several issues to consider when identifying a
potential strategy for the project. For example, should
you build a new system or buy an existing package
and modify it? If you decide to build, do you do so
onshore or offshore? Will the work be solely done
by your own development team, by a team from a
system integrator (SI), or in partnership with the
SI? What development paradigm — traditional/
waterfall, iterative, or agile — will you follow? Will
the team be colocated, near-located within the same
geographic region, or far-located around the world?
As you can see, there are many strategy combinations
available to you. At this stage you may only be able
to narrow the range of the possibilities, leaving the
final decision to the project team if and when the
project is funded.

Assessing its feasibility. Many organizations choose
to do just a little bit of feasibility analysis during
Iteration -1, and then if they decide to fund the proj-
ect, they will invest more effort during Iteration 0.
In my experience, you need to consider four aspects
when exploring feasibility: economic feasibility (Does
it makes sense from a business point of view?), tech-
nical feasibility (Are you capable of either building or
buying this system?), operational feasibility (Can you
run the system effectively?), and political feasibility
(Can your organization tolerate the system and the
changes that it will engender?).

Based on this initial identification work, an important
part of which is modeling (which can and should be
done in an agile manner)8, you will either discard the
idea or prioritize it and put it in the appropriate place
on your project backlog. The project backlog is a priori-
tized list of potential projects that could be taken on by
your IT department, and your prioritization strategy
will be determined by your organization’s willingness
to take on certain types of risks and the potential oppor-
tunities provided by the various candidate projects. The
potential projects available to you will almost always be
far greater than your capacity to address them, hence
the need for a prioritized list. You want to invest in the
projects that will give you the best return, so just as
agile developers implement requirements in priority
order, agile portfolio managers should initiate projects
in priority order.

Just as agile developers implement require-
ments in priority order, agile portfolio managers
should initiate projects in priority order.
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Monitoring and Governance

Initiating the “right” projects is just one aspect of portfo-
lio management; you must also appropriately monitor
and guide ongoing development projects as well as sys-
tems that are in production or being retired. During
development, it is critical to monitor your organization’s
standard metrics (more on this in a minute), as well as
those issues that are specific to the individual project.
These risks will have been identified during Iteration -1,
but they will evolve over time as a project progresses. 

Two aspects of agile software development — aspects
not found in traditional/waterfall approaches — enable
effective monitoring and management of the develop-
ment projects within your IT portfolio:

1. Greater visibility. The agile approach of producing
working software on a regular basis gives stakehold-
ers greater visibility into what a project team is actu-
ally doing. This informal visibility into development
projects is far more valuable than the traditional
documentation-based “earned-value management”9, 10

because it’s concrete. Stakeholders don’t have to rely
on the promises made in traditional status reports
or in comprehensive requirements documentation;
instead, they work with real software and determine
if the team is actually delivering value. 

2. Greater control. Extensive involvement of the stake-
holders — they control the budget, scope, and sched-
ule on agile projects — enables them to direct the
project teams effectively. 

Disciplined agile teams will also have a metrics pro-
gram in place to support good governance. Lean devel-
opment governance (LDG)11 includes practices —
simple and relevant metrics, continuous project moni-
toring, and integrated lifecycle environment — that
offer guidance for establishing a streamlined metrics
program. Simple and relevant metrics are crucial to
your success because you want consistent, reasonably
accurate, and useful measures. Continuous project mon-
itoring is crucial for properly steering your projects —
or for cancelling them if they get into serious trouble.
An integrated lifecycle environment is crucial because
you want to automate your metrics as much as possible.
The more you rely on manual metrics collection, the
greater the cost and the less accurate the metrics will be.
Worse yet, they may actually be outright lies, because
people are trying to cover up.

In my experience, monitoring a software development
project effectively requires three basic measures:

1. Financial. This is obvious for any project regardless
of development paradigm. Simply track the actual
hours expended and then multiple by your fully
burdened hourly rate. 

2. Quality. For agile projects, an obvious quality metric
is defect trend tracking. If defects are rising over time,
then the team isn’t addressing quality adequately. 

3. Productivity. Productivity metrics often stump many
organizations, because they have a tendency to fall
back on the traditional, bureaucratic ways of thinking
and will attempt to adopt “consistent” measures,
such as function points.12 There are two significant
problems with these sorts of measures. First, there are
always fudge factors that are unique to the individual
estimator — my function points are different from
your function points — which implies that the met-
rics really aren’t consistent after all. Second, and
most important, when you consider the total cost
of ownership (TCO) for the estimate, including both
the direct cost to do the count and the indirect costs
associated with gathering the required information,13

it becomes very difficult to justify these measures. 

Luckily, at least for agile teams, there’s a better way.
The critical observation is that the goal really isn’t to
measure the level of productivity; it’s to determine
whether a team is becoming more productive over
time so that you can share with other teams what
members have learned. A common metric that agile
teams capture in order to identify the amount of
work that they’ll commit to for an iteration is called
velocity. A team’s velocity is the number of points of
work that it can perform each iteration, calculated by
observing the team’s track record from previous itera-
tions. This is an existing and relatively painless metric
that most agile teams collect, and when you look at
the change in velocity over time — the team’s accel-
eration — you get an inexpensive measure of the
change in productivity.14

Monitoring your projects, and then governing accord-
ingly, is absolutely vital to your IT effectiveness. In
2007, Dr. Dobb’s Journal ran a survey that explored how
people define success on IT projects and what level of
success they believed they were experiencing.15 The sur-
vey found that agile teams reported a success rate of
72% (compared with 63% for traditional projects), which
means that almost 30% of agile projects are considered
failures. The implication is that it behooves you to ques-
tion periodically whether a project is still feasible in
order to identify struggling projects and either turn
them around or cancel them as quickly as possible.

http://www.cutter.com
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Disciplined agile teams adopt the Unified Process’s con-
cept of go/no-go decisions at key milestone points dur-
ing a development project,16, 17 an important practice
that enables good portfolio management. These mile-
stone reviews don’t need to be onerous, multiday
bureaucratic efforts. They could be something as simple
as a quick meeting where key stakeholders discuss how
well the project is actually going.

Monitoring and governance of systems once they are in
production (and of systems that are truly at the end of
their lifecycle and are therefore being retired) is also
an important part of portfolio management. Your oper-
ations and support staff are responsible for monitoring
production systems, but metrics such as uptime statis-
tics, newly identified defects, and support calls against
a system are essential quality metrics that your portfolio
managers will want to have. 

Many people like to focus solely on the predevelopment
and development aspects of portfolio management, but
that would be a mistake. Because your IT portfolio
includes existing systems, portfolio managers must
have a good understanding of the systems within your
organization’s overall IT inventory — as well as those
about to leave it. Retiring an existing system (e.g.,
removing your homegrown accounting system from
production once a newly purchased package is safely
deployed) can be a risky endeavor, and it also needs
to be carefully managed.

IT Inventory Management

Your enterprise architects should have a good under-
standing of your organization’s existing production sys-
tems. That’s the good news. The bad news is that few,
if any, of these systems are perfect. One of the greatest
challenges for agile teams — and for traditional teams,
for that matter — is to determine viable strategies for
leveraging these legacy assets. The technical strategies
for working with and fixing legacy source code18 and
for refactoring production data sources19 have been in
place for several years. Although clearly a lot of hard
work, these techniques are fairly straightforward

technically. What is often missing in most organizations
is an effective approach to managing your existing
inventory of systems.

A portfolio management strategy that I’ve seen imple-
mented in several organizations is to classify IT assets,
either systems or data sources, into the following
categories: 

Class A assets are critical to your organization’s 
long-term operation.

Class B assets are important, but it isn’t obvious that
you’re going to keep them around for a long period
of time.

Class C assets are not critical to your long-term
strategy and are often slated for replacement if not
outright elimination. 

These categorizations are vitally important for agile
teams because they help determine whether you should
invest time in refactoring. For example, you would
automatically invest in the quality of class A assets, so
you will put regression tests in place and refactor those
assets gradually over time as you work with them. At
the other end of the spectrum are class C assets, which
are not worth investing in except to address critical
defects. Class B assets prove to be problematic in prac-
tice because you have to make case-by-case decisions as
to whether you want to improve their quality whenever
you enhance them. As a result, my recommendation is
to minimize the number of assets that get categorized
as Class B.

PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT AND 
OTHER ENTERPRISE DISCIPLINES

Portfolio management is only one of several enterprise
disciplines your organization needs to address. The
Enterprise Unified Process (EUP)20 shows how various
enterprise disciplines fit together and can be imple-
mented in a relatively agile manner. For the sake of our
discussion here, Figure 2 depicts how portfolio manage-
ment activities are supported by enterprise business
modeling, enterprise architecture modeling, and strate-
gic reuse within an overall governance framework. 

The following enterprise disciplines are critical to the
success of your portfolio management efforts:

Enterprise architecture. The enterprise architecture
helps to identify whether potential assets fit into your
organization’s long-term vision, and it thereby affects
your project prioritization efforts. 

Many people like to focus solely on the
predevelopment and development aspects
of portfolio management, but that would
be a mistake. 
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Enterprise business modeling. Enterprise busi-
ness modeling focuses on the business side of the
enterprise. (Sometimes this is considered an aspect of
enterprise architecture, but EUP separates the two
disciplines.) When the portfolio manager is prioritiz-
ing projects, the enterprise business model provides
vital business context.

Strategic reuse. The reuse of assets across the portfo-
lio is an important goal within most organizations;
therefore, your portfolio manager will want to moni-
tor relevant reuse metrics. The real issue is that there
are potential cost savings due to reuse within a pro-
gram, and you may want to schedule some projects
before others in order to lay a foundation for future
projects.

Governance. Although many agilists don’t like to
focus on governance (and the same can be said for
many traditionalists), the reality is that if you have
one or more IT systems or projects, you have IT

governance. As Per Kroll and I have shown in our
work on LDG,21 it is not only possible to govern in a
lean/agile manner; it is highly desirable to do so. As
Figure 2 indicates, there is clearly overlap between
governance and portfolio management, but they are
still two separate efforts. Governance is an aspect of
all IT disciplines, not just portfolio management.

Unfortunately, many agilists are leery about enterprise
modeling due to the poor practices often exhibited by
traditional enterprise modelers.22 Many traditional
enterprise modeling efforts run aground when the
enterprise modelers focus just on modeling and not on
executing the concepts captured in the models. If you
choose, though, enterprise-level modeling can be per-
formed in an agile manner.23 The main strategies are
to keep the documentation light, to work iteratively
and collaboratively, and to work actively with the
development teams to implement the systems called
out in the enterprise models. 

Figure 2 — Portfolio management and other enterprise disciplines.
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PARTING THOUGHTS

Portfolio management is an important IT discipline, one
that can be adapted to address the needs of agile devel-
opment teams. More important, your portfolio manage-
ment efforts can be improved via the inclusion of more
agile strategies. Effective portfolio management strate-
gies reflect the needs of systems throughout their entire
lifecycle and the realities of other enterprise disciplines
such as enterprise architecture and IT governance. 
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One of the most difficult parts of project portfolio man-
agement is deciding how to rank the projects — that
is, determining which should be done now, later, and,
most important, never. There are several ways to rank
a project portfolio. Each is useful in specific situations
and not so useful in others. But all share the same goal;
namely, arriving at a single ranked list of projects.

Dave, a CIO, gathered his directors together. “OK, every-
one, listen up. We have too much to do. Everyone’s
multitasking, which means we’re not getting anything
done. Our projects are still late. We need to decide what
projects we’re going to do first, second, and third, and
then stick with that, at least for a while.” His directors
looked at him as if he had three heads.

“I’m serious. We’ll rank our projects and see which ones
are most valuable, do those, finish them, and then go on
to the next project.” 

“How do you propose we do that?” asked Tanya, a direc-
tor. “We don’t know what’s most important to you or to
the rest of the senior management team. In fact, we keep
getting different messages. First, my calendar integration
project is first, then it’s the data integration project. Once
last week, it was the performance project — but only for a
day. I’m quite happy to rank the projects, but how long do
we think that ranking will last, and how can we do it?”

Dave frowned. “Well, we’ve got a chance to make some
decisions, show how we made them, and make them
stick just for a few weeks. That will give us a chance to
finish some work and rerank, if we have to.”

You probably share Dave’s problem. You have too
many projects to do at the same time, not enough
people, and not enough projects finishing. If that’s
the case, it’s time to consider ranking the projects
your organization has. In this article, we will explore
a number of approaches to ranking projects: 

Assigning projects a point value

Assessing the risk of a project

Reviewing the project context

Using double or single elimination

Ranking a project according to your organization’s
mission and values

So let’s get started. First, list all your active projects —
that’s your project backlog. Now it’s time to start asking
the difficult questions.

ASK THIS QUESTION FIRST

Once you start ranking the projects, make sure you ask
this question first:

Should this project be done at all?1

If there’s no sponsor, no customer, and especially no
identifiable value for the project, stop it. 

Don’t be afraid to not do projects at all, and especially
for now. Project portfolio management is about making
choices that guide the technical staff to finishing work
on just the most important projects in the organization.
If you can’t make a compelling argument for finishing
this project, put the project back on the project backlog
for now. Or add it to a parking lot,2 where you list the
projects that are not under active consideration but that
you don’t want to forget about.

More likely, the answer to the “Should we do this
project?” question will be “yes,” and you will need to
proceed to ranking your various projects. Ranking
requires discussion among the sponsor and the cus-
tomer or customer surrogate, as well as some descrip-
tion of project value. 

RANKING WITH POINTS

Project value is the value of the project to the organiza-
tion. If you could rank the projects with an ordinal
ranking — as in, 1, 2, 3, and so on — your work would
be done. But you often need more conversation than
mere ordinal ranking affords. Points help you articulate
the business value and provide a visible means of
showing the relative business value of each project.

When you rank with points, you assign a number of
points to a project, allocating more points to more valu-
able projects. Points represent business value. If you
wanted, you could use dollars (or euros, or what have
you), as in “How many dollars do we want to invest in
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this project?” Sometimes, that’s difficult to do if you
aren’t sure how long the project will take or don’t know
enough about the features. When you’re evaluating the
portfolio, you may not have thought through all those
issues yet. Using points as a way to rank projects sepa-
rates the project funding question from the business
value decision. 

Separating project sizing from duration helps project
team members make better estimates. In the same way,
separating business value from funding allows man-
agers to see what output they desire from the organiza-
tion. If all the projects have a small number of points
relative to each other, then no one cares much about the
set of projects.

When you rank with points, you take a large number of
points, much larger than the total number of projects.
For example, if you have eight projects, take 10,000
points to start. Now assign a unique number of points
to each project. If you have two very important projects,
you cannot assign each of them 5,000 points. You can
assign 5,001 points to one project, and 4,999 points to
the other project. Yes, both projects are very important,
more important than anything else you have in your
portfolio. However, allotting 5,001 points to the first
project says, “This project is the most important one.”
The 4,999-point project is next in line.

By assigning a unique number to each project, you show
the organization which project is most important for now.
If you allocate the same number of points to more than
one project, the technical staff doesn’t know which proj-
ect is most important, and you don’t have a project rank-
ing. It’s too easy for each person to make his or her own
decision, which might be different from yours.

You might not use all your points. For example, in
Table 1, one organization with four projects only used
7,500 of their possible 10,000 points. That said, if you
find that most of the time you’re not using all your
points, you may need to reconsider the projects you’re
trying to rank. If you don’t have several projects that
provide substantial business value, you may not be
considering enough or the right kinds of projects. 

As you proceed through the project ranking, you might
realize that you want a larger point spread to show the
rest of the organization how the projects rank against
each other. In that case, you may need more points to
clarify the ranking. See Table 2 for an example of a team
that started with 10,000 points and wanted to show the
rest of the organization how important Projects 1, 2, 3,
and 4 were. Projects 5 and 6 were much less important. 

Points help you describe the relative business value
of each project. If you need more points to describe
the relative importance, use them. When you use more
points, and have a larger difference between the most
important and least important projects, project staff
understand when to stay with one project.

When I introduce this approach to management teams,
they ask, “What do the points mean?” I’ve had good
results saying, “You have $10,000 to assign to these
projects. How do you want to assign the money?” There
are times, though, when linking project value with dol-
lars isn’t sufficient. In such cases, the managers will try
to assess the risk of not doing the project and assign this
risk a dollar value. One way or another, you need to
link points to project value.

Dave worked with his directors to use points to rank their
projects. Their initial decision about their projects is
shown in Table 3.

Project 

Project 1 3,000 

Project 2 2,500 

Project 3 1,250 

Project 4 750 

Total Points 7,500 

Points 

Table 1 — A Ranked Listing of a Small Number of Projects

Project Original Points 

out of 10,000

Updated Points 

out of 20,000

2,000 5,000 

1,900 4,000 

1,800 3,500 

1,700 3,400 

1,600 1,000 

1,000 500 

10,000 17,400 

Project 1 

Project 2 

Project 3 

Project 4 

Total Points

Project 5 

Project 6 

Table 2 — Ranked Listing of Projects Where the Decision Makers
Changed the Number of Points Used to Rank

Table 3 — Dave’s Ranked Listing of Projects 

Calendar integration 5,000 points 

Data integration 4,000 points 

Performance project 1,000 points 
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But when Dave brought the ranking to his senior manage-
ment team, they were concerned — wasn’t the calendar
project too risky to keep as the top priority? Senior man-
agement was concerned that if the entire IT group was
stuck on the calendar project, nothing would get done.
Dave and his team needed to address risk

RANK WITH RISK

I bet you’ve heard things like, “Don’t do the risky proj-
ects — do the sure things.” Well, that’s great, but how
do you know what a sure thing is? How can you tell
what the return on a project will be? 

You can’t tell for sure, but you can learn a little about
the risk and value of a given project if you do just one
iteration’s worth of work on it. When you work on proj-
ects, feature by feature, inside a timebox, finishing fea-
tures and showing demos as you proceed, you can learn
more about the risk and the potential return. Once
you’ve completed one iteration’s worth of work and
received feedback on the demo from a customer or cus-
tomer surrogate, you might have enough information
to evaluate the project’s risk. Now you can ask the cus-
tomer about the value of this project. Is the project high
value? What would make it high value? The value dis-
cussion is how you can identify potential return. It’s still
a guess, but it’s a more educated guess.

After due consideration of the risks of the calendar inte-
gration project, Dave and the rest of the IT directors
decided to do just one two-week iteration on the project
and see where they were after those two weeks.

Ranking with risk is not without problems. Sometimes
you need more than one timebox to know about the rel-
ative risk of the project. Sometimes the customer insists
the project is high value, without considering the other
projects in the portfolio. In that case, you need to con-
sult other people, such as all the project sponsors or all
the customers, and explain that you can only do one of
these projects. Under these circumstances, which project
has the most value?

One aspect of assessing the project risk and return is to
determine for how long a particular project is risky or has
a potential return. A number of years ago, an organiza-
tion wanted to put their client information in a secure

area of their Web site. Security was a new field, and
they weren’t sure they knew everything they needed to
do to keep the data confidential. Once a quarter, they
tried to implement a feature in two weeks and test its
security. As long as the other developers and testers
could break the feature, the CIO decided the project was
too risky. But about 18 months later, no one could break
the features. Now the CIO moved the project up in the
ranking because it was not too risky and had a much
higher return.

Figure 1 shows how that organization reviewed the
risks and the value.

When they reviewed the risks, they knew that if they
didn’t keep the information secure, they would be in
trouble with their clients. They had few risks if they
didn’t do the project for a while. If the organization
could implement the proper security, they would have
a jump on their competition, but it would still be a sell-
ing job to their clients. Yet once the clients realized what
they could do with their online information, the organi-
zation was sure they could change the way they worked
with their clients.

RANK WITH CONTEXT

At times, it can be quite difficult to rank with points. It’s
especially difficult if you have different types of proj-
ects, which is quite common for IT departments. You
might have “internal” projects to keep departments and
systems up to date, as well as “external” projects that
affect how you deliver products and services to your
customers. If that’s the case, you will need to consider
the context of each project when doing your ranking.

One IT group first organized their projects and then
ranked them as internal or external (see Table 4). In
Table 4, you can see that the HR résumé system offers
the highest value of the internal projects, but two of the
other projects are not far behind. And in Table 5, all of
the projects are ranked higher than the internal projects.

This IT department had enough teams to fully staff two
of the external projects and one of the internal projects.
But separating the projects by type and ranking them
helped the CIO explain to the different constituencies in

 

Project
What kind of risk

do we have 
if we do it?

What kind of risk
do we have 

if we don’t do it?

What kind of value
do we receive

from this project?

What kind of value
do our customers

see from this 
project?

Figure 1 — Rating a project according to risk and value.
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the business why the IT group could not get to their
project now. Once the senior management team saw the
ranking, they could discuss the relative ranking and
explain why different projects were ranked the way
they were.

PAIRWISE COMPARISON AND DOUBLE ELIMINATION

There may be times when you need to look at every
project in comparison to every other project; in other
words, you need to do a pairwise comparison. An easy
way to do this is to write the name of every project on a
sticky note, and place them all horizontally on a white-
board or wall. Make sure you have all the necessary
people in the room when you make the decisions. Once
you’ve asked the “Should we do this project at all?”
question, hold up two sticky notes and ask, “Which
project is first, this one or that one?”

As you decide which project is of higher rank, put the
stickies on the wall in vertical order, with the highest-
ranking sticky on top. Now, take another sticky from
your horizontal collection. Take the top-ranked sticky
and the new one and ask, “Which one is first, this or
that?” Put the top-most sticky note on the wall, pick
up the next one, and ask the same question. Repeat this
process until all the horizontal stickies are in vertical
order. You now have your project ranking.

Double elimination is a form of pairwise comparison.
Many tennis tournaments are pairwise comparisons,
because the winners all play losers. Figure 2 is a picture
of double elimination.

Because the winners of each round eventually are com-
pared to the losers of each round, you have the opportu-
nity to compare each project against every other project.

Note that while Project 1 initially beat Project 2 in the
first round, Project 2 was not eliminated. As the team
discussed their reasons for each project’s ranking, Project
2 won against all the others and eventually prevailed. 

SINGLE ELIMINATION

Single elimination is a slightly easier approach to proj-
ect ranking, as it does not compare each project against
each other project (see Figure 3). 

USE YOUR MISSION AND VALUES

You might find every ranking approach difficult to
implement in your organization. Sometimes, that’s
because you have not articulated your mission or have
not defined the values of the organization. If either of
those things is true, discussions about the ranking of
each project might lead you in circles. In those circum-
stances, you will need to define the mission and values
explicitly.

Once you know the organization’s mission, it’s possible
to use it to say, “Yes, this project is part of our mission”
or “No, this project is not part of our mission.” If you
find that you have sacred cow projects, use your
organization-defined values to describe why the
projects are sacred cows and should be eliminated.

As Dave was working through the projects, he discovered
that several people in Tanya’s group were working on a
data consolidation project instead of the calendar integra-
tion project. He asked Tanya what that project was. “It’s a
way to reduce the number of databases and disk drives in
the organization,” she replied.

Dave thought for a minute, and asked, “When did this
project start?”

“As part of our green initiative,” Tanya replied.

Dave considered this and said, “OK; we have a problem.
One of our corporate values is to reduce waste. But this
project is a lower priority, because our green value is
a lower priority than enabling the business to make
money.”

Tanya protested, “But when we save the company money,
we make it easier for the money we make to go further.” 

Dave explained, “Yes, you’re right. However, right now
it’s more important to make money than to save money.
That’s just for right now. I’m not saying we shouldn’t
do this project at all. I am saying that for right now, we
should not staff this project. That decision won’t last
forever, but for these next few iterations put the data
consolidation project on the portfolio backlog, and we’ll
reevaluate it the next time we review the whole portfolio.”

HR résumé system

Supply chain updates

Year-end updated reports

3,000

2,800

2,700

Internal Projects Points

New reports for finance 2,000

Table 4 — Internal Projects, Ranked with Points

Shopping cart additions

Security for specific scenario

Loyalty program, phase 1

5,000

4,500

3,500

External Projects Points

Table 5 — External Projects, Ranked with Points
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Project 6 (L)

Project 2

Project 3

Project 2

Figure 2 — Double elimination is a type of pairwise comparison.
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Project 8
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Figure 3 — The single-elimination method.
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If your organization does not have a mission, or if you
have not defined and articulated your organization’s
values, your efforts to rank the portfolio will make the
lack of mission or value articulation visible to you. If
you have defined a mission and defined your corporate
values, it will be easier to make the portfolio decisions.
It still may not be easy, but the decisions will be clearer.

RANKING ISN’T FOREVER

Once you rank the portfolio, you have only to wait for
one iteration to finish until you can rerank the portfolio.
Having that flexibility, it’s easier to make the portfolio
decisions, because you know the decision doesn’t have to
last any longer than one iteration. Say your organization
uses four-week iterations. If you need to make decisions
faster, you can ask every project to move to two-week
iterations. Now you have an opportunity every two
weeks to reevaluate the portfolio and determine whether
you want a team working on a particular project or not.

REMEMBER TO KILL PROJECTS

Not every project deserves to stay on your backlog.
Sometimes products have had several releases (proj-
ects), and you’ve put another release on the backlog.
Eventually, you move it to the parking lot, because
other projects are more valuable. 

Yet while it’s helpful to move projects out of the way,
projects that have completed some number of iterations
but are not providing value should be cancelled out-
right. Sure, you can take the “leave-our-options-open”
route and move a project to the backlog or the parking
lot. But if you have a number of higher-value projects
and this one looks as if it’s never going to deliver that
value, kill the project. You can always transform it in
some other way if you want to start it up again.

CONCLUSION

Every leader and manager in the organization who has
responsibility for staffing projects needs to rank the

projects in his or her portfolio. You might be able to
staff all those projects, but more likely, you will need to
make some decisions and then reevaluate the portfolio
periodically. Use your organization’s mission and val-
ues to help guide your decisions. The easiest way to
make portfolio decisions with sufficient frequency is
to work in relatively short timeboxes, implementing
by feature and finishing work in that timebox. Now
you have a product you can see and can reduce your
portfolio decision risks. 
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There are moments in a consultant’s life when you know
that you are in an all-or-nothing situation. Either the
client goes with your ideas, or your engagement is done.
I knew that one of these moments had arrived when I
looked into the faces of the executives in the middle of
the first portfolio planning game I did at a company I’ll
call TWeb. We had just collected some numbers and had
done our first pass through the backlog when I concluded
that the only way to fulfill any of the promises made to
TWeb’s customers would be … to stop acquiring new
customers. 

This caused the director of sales to explode. “I don’t
accept this planning style anymore,” he snarled as he
turned to confront me. “Before you came in, we could
sell new contracts without any problem. Your job was
to make development more efficient, for they never kept
any deadline! And now you tell us that I should stop
doing my job!” 

“Well, I can’t see anything wrong with these figures,” the
CEO answered. “What they tell us is that we’re in deep
trouble here, and we already have sold much more than
we can deliver.”

“Our business relies on new customers,” the sales direc-
tor insisted, “and stopping sales would mean to ruin our
business!” 

The CEO replied, “It seems we have to work on our busi-
ness model then.” 

This portfolio planning game took place in month nine
of my engagement at TWeb, a 100-person company that
sold a highly sophisticated product to manage tourists’
travels. It was a major turning point both in the strategy
of TWeb and in their conversion to agile methods. We
had introduced standard agile planning techniques
eight months earlier and now had a basis that was sta-
ble enough to dare a forecast into the next two years.
The forecast was devastating, and the fact that the CEO
drew the right conclusions from it saved both his com-
pany and about 100 jobs. This is the story of the forecast
and what happened during the next year. But let me
start at the beginning …

TRAVELING IN THE FOG

When we began our engagement at TWeb, we had
a clear mission: introduce XP. Management had the
impression that the programmers were too slow and
that XP would help them to increase productivity.
It took us only one or two weeks to find out that
there was much more wrong at TWeb than just the
productivity of the programmers. 

The company had about 30 clients using their system.
For each client there was an account manager who
spent most of his or her time at the client’s site, helping
them as second-level support and gathering require-
ments. Whether and when a new requirement “made
it” into development was by and large determined by
the connections the account manager had with the
development team. The developers were under extreme
pressure and spent about 75% of their time fixing bugs
— bugs that were discovered by the clients in their pro-
duction systems. There was no QA in place and no test-
ing. Some clients had already called their lawyers in,
while others had announced publicly that they wanted
to get rid of TWeb. The situation was desperate.

A year before, TWeb had hired five new programmers,
doubling their development staff. Unfortunately, that
had made things even worse.

There was a backlog of more than 300 open bugs, each
of them with at least one client waiting for its resolution
— some clients had been waiting for more than three
years by that point. No planning took place; nobody
was able to tell how severe the situation really was.
“The developers are too slow” was the common diag-
nosis we heard all through the hallways, and even
the developers seemed to believe this. Measured on
a CMM® scale, this company was definitely on Level 1
— chaos — for the single reason that CMM does not
define a Level 0.
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FIRST STEPS: INTRODUCING BASIC AGILE PLANNING

Raising the productivity of a programming crew takes
time, especially if they have to work with about one
million lines of badly designed legacy code. It was quite
clear that if this was the only step the company took,
they would have not survived long enough to reap
the fruits of a more efficient development process.
Furthermore, the only tangible result would have been
that the account managers would have heaped more
requirements onto the development team. Both the
developers and the account managers were acting as
lone warriors; there was virtually no team spirit. 

We had to introduce some more fundamental changes
into the organization of this company, changes that
would offer quick relief and move the organization into
an operating mode in which they could act strategically
again. We also had to make this organization act as a
team rather than a group of lonesome cowboys.

Our starting situation was a clear case of development
congestion enforced by bugs due to pressure and weak
testing practices (see Figure 1). In a situation like this,
there are three primary measures you can take to
unburden development and return it to a controllable
situation:

Reduce the number of requirements that are put
into development. 

Increase the quality of the requirements.

Reduce the number of bugs made during
development.

We addressed the second and the third issues with such
practices as up-front acceptance tests, automated test-
ing, pair programming, and code reviews. Although
these steps were important, they are beyond the scope
of this article. I’m also going to forgo discussing the
accompanying measures to strengthen the team spirit,
which were at least as important. My focus here is on
the planning process. 

We had to raise the consciousness that development is
a limited resource — very limited if you have such a
backlog of bad practices and code — and that you get
better results by using this limited resource wisely
rather than complaining about its limits. To help the
account managers make wiser decisions, we started
introducing a standard agile planning process.1

MULTILEVEL PLANNING AND RED CARDS

To accommodate both the short-term demands of the
(buggy) software in production and the medium-term
demands of the clients, we decided to use a three-level
planning process:

1. In a weekly planning meeting, the tasks for the next
week were estimated and scheduled. This level made
sure the team could react to urgent demands within
two weeks at most, without disrupting the planning
process. In addition, it allowed the team to adapt to
changes in the higher-level plans — crucial in this
chaotic situation.
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Figure 1 — How development congestion blocked the value chain of TWeb and their clients.
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2. In a monthly increment planning meeting, the
demands of the different clients were balanced
and discussed. The priorities were readjusted, and
upcoming events — such as major version changes
at client sites — were scheduled.

3. Finally, a four-month release plan mirrored the
release rhythm of the product.

After each release, a retrospective was scheduled. In
addition, the planning process was adapted during the
first monthly meetings.

Most of the time, these three planning intervals work
well. In some cases, however, a two-week reaction
time would be too slow. If operations at a client’s site
stop, for example, it has to be the number-one priority
to get the site up and running again, no matter what the
original plan says. To cover urgent tasks like these, we
introduced “red cards,” items that could be “thrown”
on top of the backlog at any time to be solved, ideally,
within the same day. 

After the first release, most account managers were
shocked to realize that only about 20% of the effort
during that release went into items planned during
release planning, and only about 50% of the weekly
items actually came from the monthly plan. Instead,
impulsively acting for the sake of acting had so much
become part of the company culture that even weekly
stability seemed to be painful for them. The first few
weeks surprised even me. At the end of each week,
nearly one-quarter of the finished cards were red, indi-
cating that they had entered development during that
week, circumventing any planning process. The key
account managers had used the “emergency line” to
tweak the overall planning process and channel the
pressure they experienced from their clients directly
onto the development team, instead of trying to allevi-
ate it through the planning process.

Some of the account managers honored the repeated
pleas to advocate the interests of the company instead
of just the specific interests of their clients. This reduced
the pressure on development a little bit — until other
key account managers exploited this opening to pump
in even more of “their” items. Inconveniences in the
user interface showed up as emergency tasks, and some
items raised on red cards were not deployed immedi-
ately but saved for the next release — a clear indication
that these items were not urgent at all. Rather, red cards
were being used to cheat the planning process and the
other account managers. 

It was obvious that the account managers were not able
to self-organize as a team. This was partly because of
the immense pressure they experienced from their
clients and partly because the company’s culture had
promoted an “every man for himself” attitude in the
past. The team had to learn that the CEO was serious
about this change in culture.

To get the situation under control again, we increased
the cost of red cards. Every red card had to be approved
by the CEO before it could be thrown on the team. This
instantly reduced the number of cards to about two per
month, showing both that this instrument was neces-
sary and that most of the red cards thrown so far were
just a misuse of an emergency line. The red cards gave
us enough transparency to recognize the situation and
act accordingly.

In retrospect, the red cards were crucial for success dur-
ing this first phase of adopting agile planning. Rather
than having a completely new structure imposed on
them, the key account managers were able to keep
their current working style, but they now had to do it
transparently and face the effects. The new planning
approach gave the lie to their standard excuse that
“the developers are too slow,” showing instead that
the true source of the problem was their habit of under-
mining any controlled way of managing the workload.
The red cards made this obvious and delivered the heal-
ing shock they needed to embark on something new.
Deprived of their major tweaking tool, they now had
to come together and collaborate.

Almost immediately after the near-banning of the red
cards, the weekly plans started to stabilize and provide
a sensible forecast for the next week. It took TWeb
another two months to stabilize the monthly planning,
too, giving them a chance to provide their clients with
reliable delivery information. The clients were still not
happy with what the company could promise, but they
quickly learned that at least these promises were not
empty anymore. “We see that things are getting better
and decided to put you on parole,” one client told
the CEO.

Impulsively acting for the sake of acting had
so much become part of the company culture
that even weekly stability seemed to be
painful for them. 
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THE FOUNDATION: ABSTRACT ESTIMATIONS

However, there was still a long way to go. Enervated by
endless discussions as to why the 10 developers had fin-
ished only “25 person-days” in one week although they
had worked 50 person-days, we decided to switch to
abstract estimations. Items were estimated only in
points, not in person-days anymore. We quickly figured
out that the team could do about 20 points per week, 50
points per month, and 120 points per release.2 Having
accepted that a “task point” in the weekly task planning
was something different than a “story point” in the
monthly plan, discussions of the “What did you do in
the rest of your time?!?” variety ceased, and the account
managers started to concentrate on their real job: priori-
tizing the tasks in the backlog and optimizing the value
generated during development. 

After half a year, the team managed to make quite reli-
able forecasts for the release to come. Thanks to these
more accurate estimates and accompanying technical
changes (e.g., automated acceptance testing), most
clients started to regain confidence in TWeb, which led
to another decrease in pressure. The company had
shifted from complete chaos into a state that allowed
them to plan and control their activities, at least in the
short term. The fog had cleared to some extent, and
though they were not pleased with what they saw, both
the executives and the account managers learned to
appreciate the new level of transparency.

ADDING THE LONG-TERM PERSPECTIVE

The new transparency did not come free. To reduce some
of the pressure on development, the account managers
had decided to concentrate on bug fixing first. They had
stopped nearly every new feature to reduce the enor-
mous backlog of unfixed bugs. Their clients followed
them, not only because they profited from the fixed
problems, but also because the account managers had
promised them that this was just a passing phase. How-
ever, the leeway the clients were willing to give was lim-
ited. They wanted to know when they would be able to
deploy the new features they were waiting for; some of
them had been waiting for more than three years. 

The product’s backlog exceeded the development team’s
current release velocity by far, and nobody had the full
picture of that backlog anyhow. “We need some tech-
nique to get a long-term picture of the situation,” the
CEO told me. “Our business model relies on new fea-
tures the clients pay for, and right now we’re only doing
bug fixing. I have strategic plans with this product, but I
have no idea when to kick them off without running into
the same old chaos again.” It was time to think about
long-term planning — it was time to start the portfolio
planning game.

The first step was to collect a full backlog. Until then,
the account managers had kept their own backlogs,
which were way too detailed to be of any use over the
long term. Instead, we called for big issues only, three
to 10 topics for each major client and a bag of another 10
to 20 for general support, the group that cared for the
smaller clients. Finally we asked sales to contribute their
requests for features from their marketing perspective.

We ended up with 76 new features, 30 of which were
already contracted or at least promised. The moment of
truth came when the development team started to esti-
mate the features. Since they were all of about the same
granularity as those scheduled during the release plan-
ning, we already had some experience with estimating
them. Our latest statistics told us that the release velocity
had risen to about 150 feature points per release by that
time, with three releases per year. When the developers
finished their estimations, the 76 features summed up to
2,024 points, or enough work for the next four and a half
years — and that’s if no new requirements came up!
What was even more frightening was the 1,639 feature
points the developers had estimated for the 30 items that
were already promised or under contract for the next
year; this was enough work for the next three years. 

It seemed pretty clear that there was no capacity left
for any strategic ideas, not to mention new clients.
However, the team did not give up that fast. “Well,
you just took this number of 150 in your calculations,”
the CEO objected, “but I don’t think that’s realistic.
We’re going to hire additional developers, which raises
our long-term velocity. And this Extreme Programming
stuff will hopefully also raise our productivity. So
maybe there’s still hope we can manage this!”

SCENARIO ANALYSIS IN A NUTSHELL

The problem here was obvious. On the one hand, the
CEO and the account managers needed a realistic idea
of what was possible to start negotiations with the
customers. On the other hand, we were running into a

When the developers finished their estima-
tions, there was enough work for the next
four and a half years — and that’s if no new
requirements came up! 
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debate of how the velocity might change in the future,
with a severe risk of wishful thinking taking over. The
problem is similar to any other long-term forecast, such
as predictions of global warming or social changes in a
neighborhood. Therefore, I suggested using a scenario-
based approach, similar to the techniques used for climate
predictions.3 Instead of forecasting a single future, a
scenario-based approach forecasts a range of possible
futures, depending on different possible developments
among the controlling parameters (see Figure 2).

To avoid getting stuck in thousands of different scenarios,
a scenario analysis focuses on only a handful of different
settings, depending on the subject you want to explore.
The absolute minimum consists of three scenarios:

A worst-case scenario assumes that all parameters
will develop in the worst imaginable way. For exam-
ple, in the case of global warming, this scenario usu-
ally predicts a steady increase in greenhouse gases
along the same lines as over the last 50 years.

A best-case scenario assumes that all parameters
will develop in the best possible way that still seems
to be realistic. In the global warming discussion, this
scenario predicts that all governments will take effec-
tive measures to reduce their climate load in the next
few years.

A realistic scenario lies somewhere between these
two and reflects likely developments. In some cases,
as with global warming, the realistic scenario is quite
similar to the worst-case one.

COMBINING SCENARIO ANALYSIS AND AGILE PLANNING

A standard scenario analysis can be a very cumbersome
undertaking, because it involves identifying the key
parameters and building a model showing how they
influence the system. Fortunately this was pretty simple
in our situation, as the single parameter we had to vary
was release velocity. Reflecting the feeling in the team,
we defined the current 150 feature points per release
as our worst-case scenario. I don’t recommend this
approach, because it neglects the not too unlikely
prospect that things could deteriorate even further, but
it was agreed that it would not make much difference to
TWeb’s future whether the current velocity would con-
tinue or get worse. So we started with three scenarios:
the 150-point scenario for the pessimists, such as me;
a doubled velocity for the optimists, such as the lead
developer; and a tripled velocity to beat even the most
unrealistic optimist. After some discussion, we also
added a fourth scenario of a 50% increase in velocity
and agreed that this might be the most realistic one (see
Figure 3).

Though this approach was fairly simplistic, it led to the
discussion recounted at the beginning of this article and
to the decision that TWeb would acquire no new clients
who couldn’t use the product pretty much out of the
box. This decision effectively banned any new acquisi-
tion of major clients, because most larger organizations
needed to customize the system to integrate it into their
IT landscape.

Two months later, the director of sales quit his job.

 

Best Case

Realistic
Scenario

Worst Case

Time

Past Now Future

Figure 2 — In scenario analysis, you don’t try to predict a single future, but a set of possible futures, symbolized as a funnel here. 
The best-case and worst-case scenarios form the boundaries of the analysis, while one or more realistic scenarios show the

possible consequences of defined actions.
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MEASURES TAKEN

After some discussion, the CEO sent the roadmap team
back to their work with a new assignment to be done in
one week: suggest how to cut the task load to 150 points
for the next release and 250 for the following releases
based on the developers’ estimations. “I will negotiate
any sensible suggestion with our clients,” he declared.
During this week, he cancelled the contracts of two of
the clients who had the longest backlog of unfulfilled
requirements, following the idea that it is better to lose
a client who is upset anyhow than fight for them and
upset the others. Two of the account managers sounded
their clients out on deferring major production start
dates by one year and at the same time reducing the
scope. Finally, all participants came back with sugges-
tions on how to slice features differently to make them
cheaper.

The next week the group reconvened — without the
director of sales, who had an “important” customer
meeting — and agreed on a roadmap for the next five
releases based on a velocity of 250 feature points per

release. This roadmap had cost two clients and further
damaged TWeb’s reputation with several other clients,
but for the first time in the company’s history they had
a forecast for the next 20 months that everyone had
agreed was realistic. (Well, to be precise, everyone had
agreed but me.)

Of course, seen from a scenario analysis perspective,
this was only half of the job. To conduct a full analysis,
the team would have had to finish all four different
scenarios and assign their features to the releases
with a decreasing velocity for each release to reflect
unexpected changes. However, the team decided that
this would be an academic exercise that would not
contribute to their actions anymore. They had seen
enough, and they had reacted.

15 MONTHS LATER

It turned out that a velocity of 250 feature points per
release was realistic due to additional staffing and increas-
ing utilization of test-driven approaches. One of the two
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Figure 3 — The backlog of legally promised features for the next four releases (bars) and four different scenarios for the development
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A healthy utilization would be below 1 and decrease as you look further into the future. The graph shows that the promised goals
for the next two releases were not feasible by any means and that without significant cuts in scope, no relief was in sight.

Many promised features had to be shifted so far into the future that the clients would probably cancel their contracts.
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clients whose initial launch had to be deferred was able
to successfully launch the system 10 months after the
planning game meeting — it was the first nearly “smooth
sailing” launch TWeb had ever had. The second deferred
client is just about to launch as I write this article, 15
months after the big meeting. This launch is proving
much more problematic, because the account manager
in question resisted cutting back the requirements to the
extent necessary. Instead, the team reverted to their old
habit of cutting expenses by skimping on testing and code
quality. Though the first results of the launch look better
than anyone expected — mainly due to a lower-than-
predicted load — the team will still have to spend months
cleaning up the mess. As with most practices, agile plan-
ning only works when you do it.

CONCLUSION

Standard agile planning does a great job of predicting
the short- to medium-term perspective. In the long
term, though, a single plan is not able to represent any
meaningful information to an agile organization. There
are simply too many uncertainties connected to changes
both in the team and in the clients’ behavior. Different
hopes and fears as to how these parameters will change
make it difficult, if not impossible, to get the team to
agree on a realistic view.

Combining agile planning techniques with scenario
analysis offers a strategy for including all perspectives
within the team into a single model for discussion,
thus providing a basis for sound decisions. Often, a

very simplistic adoption of scenario analysis will be
sufficient: you have to vary only the team velocity to
outline pessimistic, optimistic, and realistic scenarios.
As with many techniques, the major gain comes from
the discussion that occurs while setting up the plan,
not necessarily from the completed plan itself.

There’s no doubt that the portfolio planning meeting at
TWeb was tense and stressful. But in the end, that meet-
ing probably saved the life of the company and about
100 jobs.
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IMPROVING PROCESSES THE LEAN WAY

The first step in managing a portfolio of projects, lean
or not, is to have a portfolio of projects. 

When you’re busy with the daily trappings of running
a customer support organization for a $37 million soft-
ware business, it’s easy to lose sight of the fact that
responding to customer calls isn’t your only job. In
a lean organization, energy needs to be devoted to
improving the processes by which you respond to the
customer, or better yet, obviating the need for them to
get in touch with you in the first place. 

This case study will discuss how we in SciQuest’s cus-
tomer support organization juggled our responsibilities
for providing timely resolution to customer incidents
with the creation and management of a portfolio of
process improvement projects.

First, let’s set the context for our story by giving a little
background information about SciQuest. We’re a Cary,
North Carolina–based software as a service (SaaS) com-
pany that was launched during the heyday of the dot-
com era and subsequently relaunched in 2001. SciQuest
provides purchasing automation and supplier enable-
ment software and service targeted at vertical markets
(higher education, life sciences, healthcare, and govern-
ment). We have 165 employees and are growing at over
30% per year.

Two years ago, we embraced a set of lean/agile princi-
ples in our operational divisions as the key for continu-
ing to meet or exceed customer needs and support
robust top-line growth. The SciQuest lean principles are:

Respect the individual.

Focus on customer value.

Eliminate waste.

Continuously improve.

This lean commitment has led to a number of funda-
mental process improvements throughout the company
as we’ve completely reengineered our customer imple-
mentation methodology, revamped our product devel-
opment organization, and fully transitioned to a

Scrum-based, agile product development process.
Applying lean to our customer support processes was
a natural next step. We had established an industry-
leading customer satisfaction position, as evidenced by
world-class customer survey results (98% of customers
stated in our 2007 survey that they would refer us to
a colleague or friend) as well as near 100% customer
renewal rates. A lean perspective would be critical to
maintaining this position in a high-growth environment.

Lewis Carroll is quoted as saying, “If you don’t know
where you are going, any road will get you there.” So
it is with process improvement initiatives. If you don’t
know what you’re striving for, it doesn’t matter how
well you’re doing now, nor will any recommendations
for improvement make sense.

The core of the SciQuest lean initiative’s success over
the past two years has been a set of well-thought-out
and crisply defined corporate goals. They not only
serve as vehicles for communicating the corporation’s
strategy to our employees, but they also provide a yard-
stick by which to measure progress. Most importantly,
from an execution perspective, these goals are quantita-
tive and represent meaningful portions of each individ-
ual’s annual total compensation.

THE CALL TO CUSTOMER SUPPORT

In the case of our customer support department, our
mandate was clear. We needed to reduce the number
of customer incidents reported per module per month
by 20% in Q4 2008 as compared to Q4 2007. As a SaaS
company, SciQuest provides end-to-end IT support for
our customers. Reported incidents can involve a range
of activities: activating new release functionality, imple-
menting changes to support new processes/functions,
addressing application defects, and so on. From a
SciQuest corporate perspective, automating changes
or providing customers with self-service capabilities
increases our customer support department’s capacity,
allowing it to support our projected customer growth
without adding staff. More important, from our cus-
tomers’ perspective, a reduction in logged incidents
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reinforces SciQuest’s commitment to delivering great
service in addition to quality software solutions.

At the end of Q1 2008, we were startled to learn that not
only had we not improved over the previous quarter,
but in fact our performance had deteriorated signifi-
cantly. A reported incident checkpoint revealed that
from a 2007 year-end rate of 1.27 incidents per module
per month, the reported incidents had grown 39% to
1.75. With bonuses on the line, this was a clear call to
action for the department!

We quickly assembled a cross-functional team and
scheduled a two-day offsite workshop. The workshop’s
goal was to identify specific steps (projects) required to
immediately arrest the growth of the incident count and
set us back on a trajectory that would have us achieving
our annual goal by year-end. 

Senior representatives from all departments in the
Products & Delivery Division were conscripted to the
team. This cross-functional team was necessary because
while customer support owned the direct relationship
with each client in production, many of the reported
incidents would uncover defects whose origins could
be traced back to:

The quality of the product (product development)

The rigor of the implementation process (professional
services)

The robustness of the production infrastructure
(production support)

The integration with suppliers (supplier services)

The workshop was designed to analyze the situation
and take immediate action where possible, but at the
very least to make recommendations for getting us back
on track. Having members of each of these departments
collaborating during the workshop was critical to devel-
oping, and gaining commitment to, a timely and mean-
ingful response to the situation. 

The facilitated workshop’s agenda was simple:

1. Collectively review the corporate goal and current
performance (i.e., understand the problem).

2. Do root-cause analysis (in breakout teams) on the
prior six months’ worth of data and recommend
action plans (i.e., define projects).

3. Collectively analyze and rank the project portfolio
for investment purposes.

4. Individually sign up for incident-reducing projects
to be executed within the next three months.

The breakout sessions produced several investment-
worthy project candidates, which were then brought
back to the full group for further scrutiny. Each project
would have a champion, who was responsible for
putting together a “mini-business case” for it. Brevity
was the watchword, since the goal of the exercise
wasn’t to produce extensive (wasteful) documentation;
it was to provide enough meaningful insight to make
action-oriented decisions. Since all of the decision mak-
ers were involved in the workshop, verbal communica-
tion was sufficient. However, everyone did use a similar
template, which facilitated the ranking of the projects
against one another. This template consisted of:

A brief description of the concept of the project

A simple ROI analysis that included the number of
incidents to be avoided, additional potential (qualita-
tive) benefits, and a high-level cost summary, along
with other project considerations and risk

A skeleton outline of a project plan (8-10 steps) with
“who does what when” milestones

A discussion of key risks, barriers, and unknowns

A spreadsheet was created to keep an inventory of all
projects under consideration and to facilitate sorting
them using a simple grading rubric. Each project was
assigned a composite letter score ranging from A+ to C,
which reflected the value of the overall business case
presented. An A+ score was given to the project that
had the highest potential to remove the greatest number
of incidents in the shortest period of time with the least
amount of cost and risk. Conversely, the C projects were
those that simply didn’t give an adequate return on
their investment considering how much near-term
improvement we were seeking.

WORKSHOP RESULTS

In total, the teams came up with a pool of 17 candidate
incident-reducing projects. Of those, 12 projects with
the potential to reduce the overall reported incidents
by 22% were earmarked for Phase 1 investments; the
remainder were put on the back burner. 

At the end of Q1 2008, we were startled
to learn that not only had we not improved
over the previous quarter, but in fact our
performance had deteriorated significantly. 

http://www.cutter.com
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Nine of the 17 projects were easily rated A or A+ by the
group and were projected to account for over 80% of the
available incident reductions. In fact, the top three proj-
ects themselves could eliminate close to 42% of the pool
of targeted incidents. Let’s examine the top two projects
in a little more detail.

Integration Failures

An enterprise-class purchasing automation solution has
to integrate with a customer’s IT systems if it is going
to deliver the maximum gains in operational efficiency.
While the SciQuest system can help end users with their
product selection and order management processes,
we are not the accounting system of record. All of our
clients, to a lesser or greater extent, integrate our system
with their accounting system to ensure that the appro-
priate accounting codes are used, funds are available,
and the appropriate ledgers are updated. 

It is therefore critical that we monitor these various
integration points in production and that alerts be gen-
erated when the points are not operating as designed.
When the source of the malfunction is within the
SciQuest infrastructure or systems, it’s imperative
that we generate an incident so that we can quickly
mobilize our resources to deal with it.

However, many malfunctions can be resolved only
by the client. For instance, their system may simply
be unavailable to us. In this case, while it’s of great
value to alert the customer to the fact that a situation
exists, opening up an internal SciQuest incident is of no
value. In fact, it’s actually a source of significant waste,
because according to our standard operating procedures
for all incidents, energy has to be expended to manage
each one. They have to be opened, triaged, assigned,
disposed of, and reported on. Fully 95% of these
customer-managed integration failures will be elimi-
nated when a little more sophisticated logic is built
into the integration monitoring process. 

Punchout Failures

A very important capability of the SciQuest solution is
that it allows shoppers to “punch out” of their shopping
cart and go directly to a supplier’s Web site in order to

find things to buy. Shoppers love this capability because
they are assured of getting thorough and up-to-date
information about products they’d like to buy from
a particular supplier. Suppliers love this capability
because it’s the simplest and cheapest way for them
to ensure that their shoppers have all the information
they need to make an informed purchasing decision. 

Nearly 150 suppliers who provide this punchout capa-
bility are on the SciQuest network, and customers take
advantage of the capability approximately 250,000
times every month. Unfortunately, for reasons beyond
SciQuest’s control, these suppliers’ Web sites are not
always available 100% of the time.

When the status of these punchout Web sites is auto-
matically monitored, suppliers can typically repair
the situation before it affects any of our customers.
Unfortunately, only 10% of supplier Web sites are
currently monitored. When one of the remaining 90%
of unmonitored Web sites goes down, which happens
about 1.5% of the time, it’s usually discovered by
SciQuest customers, who then promptly file an incident
report with our customer support department. We then
initiate contact with the supplier in order to effect a
prompt resolution to the situation. 

If SciQuest could increase the coverage of actively mon-
itored punchout Web sites, and automatically notify
their owners when they were unavailable, a significant
number of incidents would no longer be deposited in
the customer support department’s queue.

MONITORING PROJECTS IN FLIGHT

The SciQuest procurement system offers a sophisticated
workflow tool that enables customers to orchestrate
very complex routings of purchasing documents based
on any number of factors, such as product type, spend-
ing limit, organizational hierarchy, accounting code,
and so on. A SciQuest technical consultant typically
designs and implements these workflow rules during
the initial implementation process.

Because of the complexity of some of the workflow
rules, customers often have trouble understanding why
certain documents are routed a certain way, get stuck
in unexpected approval queues, or the like. When one
of these situations occurs, customers usually file a
customer support incident in order to seek help with
debugging the situation. 

Since about a quarter of SciQuest’s more sophisticated
customers were logging several of these incidents
every month, the workshop team decided to explore
something called a “workflow documenter and

Fully 95% of customer-managed integration
failures will be eliminated when a little more
sophisticated logic is built into the integration
monitoring process. 
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debugger.” Due to a relatively higher development cost,
the team had graded this project A-, but team members
decided to invest in it because they felt the project could
deliver a significant number of incident reductions.

The approach was to “productize” the internal tools
that SciQuest’s consultants and customer support repre-
sentatives use to analyze these situations themselves.
The goal was to at least provide enough training and
documentation on the tools so that the more sophisti-
cated customers could find value in investigating and
perhaps resolving these “errant” workflow documents
themselves.

The team selected a pilot group of customers to collab-
oratively engage in this project. The hope was that
success with these customers would then fuel a more
general rollout of the workflow tools. The major project
risk was that the effort required to productize these
tools, such that a non-SciQuest businessperson could
derive value from them, would far outweigh the return
on the investment. 

Unfortunately, after the first two customers got hold
of the workflow tools, they told us that the tools intro-
duced more complexity and consumed more of their
time than they were willing to tolerate. The ROI of this
particular project was not going to be realized, so we
cancelled it after the first iteration.

We were all disappointed that we weren’t able to com-
plete the project and get this longstanding workflow
debugging monkey off of our back. But since the cus-
tomer feedback was loud and clear, we were happy to
redeploy resources to other higher-ROI projects in the
portfolio.

REAPING THE REWARDS OF THE PORTFOLIO

Now let’s fast-forward a couple of months to the end of
Q2 2008. By that point, several of the portfolio projects
had yielded their projected benefits. Overall, the num-
ber of reported incidents per month had shown a 22%
improvement over the previous quarter, running at 1.37
incidents per module. This was still quite far away from
our year-end goal of 1.02 incidents per module, but the
momentum had shifted in the right direction.

We kept working on these incident-improving proj-
ects over the summer and continued to demonstrate
progress. In September 2008, we reconvened the entire
project portfolio team to reassess where we were and
repeat the workshop process developed earlier in the
year. However, in this iteration, we split up our work-
ing teams by customer. Our hypothesis was that a

customer-oriented view might yield additional insight
into the issues specific customers were having that we
might then target for improvement. With this approach,
we reprioritized our portfolio in order to focus on those
projects that offered the greatest likelihood of making
our corporate goal. 

In addition, for the remainder of the year, we increased
our progress reporting frequency from monthly to
weekly. We also evolved the tone of these review meet-
ings from “status reviews” to “progress celebrations”
(where appropriate). This gave each project champion
an opportunity to gain public recognition for his or her
process improvement efforts while simultaneously
cross-fertilizing the rest of the project teams with new
ideas, techniques, and results.

LEAN LESSONS LEARNED

SciQuest has enjoyed great success over the past three
years due in major part to the injection of lean thinking
into the corporation. We’ve wholeheartedly embraced
lean/agile in our customer implementation projects and
incorporated it into our product development and man-
agement processes. In this article, we’ve recounted our
efforts to extend lean principles and practices into the
customer support organization, specifically to improve
customer responsiveness and internal efficiencies. 

We’ve relearned many important lean lessons working
with the customer support team over the course of
this year:

A specific, attainable, measurable, and customer-
linked goal is critical to fueling a well-grounded
process improvement program. If 20% of our bonuses
had not been linked to reducing the reported inci-
dents to a specific level by year-end, focus on this
problem would not have been as intense.

Executive sponsorship, both in deed and words, is
necessary to sustain the programs. From funding the
bonus pool that is directly linked to the business
goals, to participating in the process improvement
workshops, to allocating the resources to staff these
projects, to participating in all of the review meetings,
executive sponsorship is critical to success.

Cross-functional collaborative teams clear the way
for real results to emerge. That’s because they not
only tackle the difficult but high-potential cross-
organizational boundary problems, they also garner
personal commitment to execution. 

For the lean organization, cancelling projects in a
portfolio is just as important as sponsoring the right
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ones (albeit more difficult). Sometimes great ideas
just don’t pan out. It’s better to pull the funding early
and redirect the resources to other more worthy proj-
ects than to feed a dead horse.

In-flight projects need regular reviews to revalidate
their goals, assumptions, resources, commitment, and
progress. In a fast-moving organization, priorities can
change quickly. Revalidation and reprioritization are
critical.

WHAT’S NEXT IN SCIQUEST’S LEAN JOURNEY?

As 2008 comes to an end, the results of our customer
support lean projects have been significant. At year-end,
we’re at .81 customer incidents per module per month,
a 36% decrease from the same time last year. Obviously,
the results are extremely motivating — what remains
to be seen is how we can use this excitement to feed 
ongoing improvements next year (and beyond).

We’ve already begun discussions focused on continuing
our lean drive. Key goals and objectives for 2009 were
to be committed in January, after vigorous discussion
and debate throughout the organization. And we’re cer-
tain many of the tactics used in our customer support
improvement efforts in 2008 will be applied again. That
said, other improvement opportunities require addi-
tional focus:

Goal setting. We need to continue to balance our
goals between achievable targets (typically based
on year-over-year improvement) and breakthrough
“game changer” targets (from competitive or best-
in-class benchmarking). 

Gaining goal ownership. Top-line goals shared
across all operational divisions are great for sparking
cross-functional process improvement efforts. Our
approaches for achieving goals, however, have been
widely varied. While there isn’t a “one size fits all”
approach that will work, we do need to more for-
mally align teams and resources earlier to better
achieve our goals.

Developing a process improvement project port-
folio roadmap. To be developed early in the year and
anchored by our goals, this roadmap will be modeled
after our customer support project portfolio successes
and monitored/reprioritized regularly.

Ongoing skills development. Our continuous
improvement efforts are still rather new, and we need
to continue to develop our people’s skills, especially
around Kaizen workshops and lean project adminis-
tration. This will facilitate lean project identification
and rationalization events and ongoing project port-
folio management (so that people know how to iden-
tify, and secure, needed resources).

SciQuest continues to exceed the top-line growth goals
expected by our investors. We understand, however,
that last year’s success doesn’t guarantee next year’s.
Our commitment to lean/agile is critical to building a
successful and sustainable company.
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The call for papers for this issue of Cutter IT Journal
stated: 

Many experts in the agile space believe there is now a sig-
nificant misalignment between the way agile projects are
run and the way IT projects are governed in general. IT
program and portfolio management, in particular, seem
to be at the root of many of these alignment issues….
How can program and portfolio management be
improved?1

The solution put forward is “lean portfolio manage-
ment,” but is this a practical idea for IT organizations?
We’ll conclude: maybe yes, maybe no, and it depends
on two issues.

The first is that lean portfolio management touches on
the fundamental issue in IT decision making: justifying
and reconciling conflicting demands for resources. This
may require more structure and deliberation than lean
portfolio management is prepared to provide. The sec-
ond is that effective business management participation
in this decision making may be hard to come by.

LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT REQUIRES
BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PARTICIPATION 

In a recent Cutter Consortium Executive Report, Guest
Editor Sanjiv Augustine and coauthor Roland Cuellar
identified the following lean/agile portfolio manage-
ment principles:2

Align continuously.

Manage project throughput. (This focuses on one
project, one team at a time, purging “sick” projects
to reassign project resources.) 

Manage system constraints. (This focuses on continu-
ously tracking progress and identifying bottlenecks
often.)

Applying these principles to project portfolio results
in practices that are:

Always focused on the highest priorities

Responsive to the business in managing
changing priorities

Always delivering the highest possible value to
the organization

Always in alignment with strategy

Delivering projects at the greatest possible speed

Maximizing investment returns

According to these principles, lean/agile techniques
will improve portfolio management when they:

Reduce the number of projects worked on at a
given time. This increases project efficiency and, by
extension, will produce more completed projects.

Reduce the scale of individual projects. They
accomplish this by making intermediate project deci-
sions to go forward (including funding decisions),
in effect breaking up big projects into little ones.

Constantly reprioritize and optimize the assign-
ment of resources to projects.

Ensure that the projects addressed are the highest
business priorities.

For lean portfolio management to succeed, the decision
and review processes — IT governance in other words
— must be capable of achieving these goals. The portfo-
lio management process needs to accept the idea that
fewer projects underway at a time is better than more;
dedicated project teams are a good practice; smaller
projects are better than big ones; and constant review of
business priorities, individual project performance, and
the overall portfolio is needed. For example, in a com-
pany of reasonable size, the existing portfolio manage-
ment process might have 100 projects prioritized and
scheduled. We’re expecting that a lean/agile process
will prioritize and schedule, say, 10 at a given time
and dynamically make decisions about the projects as
events unfold.

If that’s the case, then lean portfolio management
cannot operate in a technical context devoid of active
business management participation. Lean portfolio
management demands a significant amount of middle
and upper management activity in a lasting manner.
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Transformative IT: Creating Lean IT Portfolio Management … or Not
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LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT NEEDS BUSINESS
MANAGEMENT PARTICIPATION IN SPECIFIC WAYS

For any IT governance to work, we need the active
participation of business management in these decision-
making areas:

Project approval (e.g., project sponsorship)

Decision-making processes (e.g., setting the ground
rules for making prioritization decisions)

Prioritization decisions (Which are the most valuable
projects in terms of impact on the business?)

Confirming prioritization decisions (Which projects
should actually be done? What are the “mandatory”
or “compliance” projects?)

Scheduling decisions (Which projects should be
done first?)

Content participation (e.g., agreements on business
strategic intentions, business goals, business change
management)

Monitoring and mitigation (e.g., developing and
agreeing to the mitigation plans — including project
stoppage, deferment, etc. — as risks are recognized in
a project or in the portfolio)

While we describe these participative roles here with
respect to managing the project portfolio, we can
develop similar “need” lists for the other IT governance
activities, such as IT planning, financial management,
and cost containment. In all these areas, we need busi-
ness management to focus on balancing functional silos
with enterprise needs and on enforcing standards and
process definitions. 

The challenge is that business managers don’t want to spend
the time and energy or risk the political exposure to partici-
pate in this way in an ongoing fashion. We often find
that business management’s views of how governance
works is limited to these perspectives:

“Approval” is a rubber-stamping review of individ-
ual projects.

Senior managers say, “This is what we hire you to
do,” leaving IT to make the decisions.

Business managers see their role in IT governance as
shepherding their individual projects, not making
decisions for the good of the enterprise. 

“Prioritization” is treated as a matter for individual
business units and individual projects. Business man-
agers ask, “When will my project be done?” rather
than “What is the optimal set of projects to be done?”3

Few business managers care whether projects for
managers in other business units are high priority.
The siloization of business is very apparent. Every
organization struggles with cross-silo prioritization,
and most fail, with the result that IT resources
become silo-specific.

How many of us have sat through steering commit-
tee “dog and pony shows” in which everything is
approved? (“After all, how can we turn down his proj-
ect knowing that he’s about to vote on ours?”) How
many of us have gone to governance meetings only to
encounter, not the designated manager, but her “repre-
sentative” — even though that representative didn’t
attend previous meetings or bother to read the support
material? These situations arise partly because current
IT governance schemes focus only on participation,
not on actual decision making. They are also partly
due to the zero-sum-game aspect of project governance
decisions; they require saying no to other parts of the
business, which is not easily done.

How do we effectively change all this in lean portfolio
management? Over the last 25 years, the most pressing
problem our clients have faced is getting business man-
agement to engage in an ongoing fashion in IT portfolio
management and IT planning. Oh sure, everyone gets
participation for the first cycle, but then it declines from
there. The upshot is that IT managers end up driving
the portfolio management and IT planning processes —
and making the decisions. 

The basic dilemma is that it is easy to say we need to
establish effective governance roles, engage business
management in them, and demonstrate that the result is
better than what we have now. What’s hard is doing so
in ways that encourage and reward participation and
gain enthusiastic support. Simply telling management
to participate has never worked.

IS LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT COMPATIBLE
WITH CORPORATE IT DECISION-MAKING PROCESSES?

Portfolio management is just one of several highly
interrelated IT governance processes. And what is IT
governance about? Simply, it’s about deciding where to
spend money (whether on projects, “lights-on” support,
or infrastructure) and assessing the performance and
bottom-line impact of that IT spending. IT governance is
IT decision making from the business perspective, both
making the decisions and determining who makes them.

There is a sense in this issue of Cutter IT Journal that
the company’s IT decision-making processes are the
problem and that changing the management culture to
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agile principles may be our best hope. Before we get
too excited, though, we feel compelled to point out that
agile/lean portfolio management principles may be
incompatible with the practical requirements of IT
decision making overall. 

We often use the diagram in Figure 1 to describe the
elements that go into IT decision making. The diagram
refers to basic practices the CIO and the IT staff perform
in the context of managing IT for the business and,
more significantly, maximizing the business value/
impact of the IT expenditures. The key point is that
every one of these IT governance practice areas is about
justifying and reconciling conflicting demands for
resources. 

Figure 1 shows the three factors applicable to all these
IT governance practices: 

1. Strategic intentions (the framework we use to
describe an enterprise’s basic strategies and
management goals)

2. Portfolios (including projects as well as applications
and infrastructure) 

3. Services (the actions and resources the IT organiza-
tion actually delivers to the business organization) 

Every one of the governance practices shown in Figure
1 requires confirmation of appropriate business priori-
ties, responsiveness to changing priorities, delivering
highest value, alignment with business strategy, effec-
tiveness and productivity, and maximizing IT’s returns
— exactly the “agile” principles listed above. And these

are resolved through the use of strategic intentions,
portfolios, and IT service assessments. So the problem
really isn’t that agile principles are inconsistent with
broad IT decision-making practices. As we’ll see, the
difficulties lie elsewhere. 

Business Management Participation 
Is Required in All Areas 

Substantial business management participation is
required in all the governance practice areas shown in
Figure 1. This participation is reflected in attention to
business strategic intentions (and hence alignment and
priorities), portfolios (and hence value, cost containment,
alignment, etc.), and services (hence their cost to the busi-
ness, performance, and value). In every case, the basic IT
decision making is about where to spend IT resources
and the resulting performance and business impact. 

Here’s the rub: to improve portfolio management by
adopting lean/agile practices, we are asking that the
portfolio management process dynamically make
resource allocation decisions that are normally made in
other IT governance activities and in a less-than-agile
time frame. Business managers will wonder why
and/or will resist the duplicate efforts.

Competing IT Decision-Making Processes

While there are conceptual commonalities in the IT
governance practices (namely, strategic intentions,
portfolios, and services), there are also considerable 
in-the-trenches process and decision-making
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Figure 1 — IT governance processes.
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interlinkages among them. Projects, for example, often
come from the decisions made in a strategic planning
exercise. Projects may also come from decisions made in
cost containment or service-level assessments. Budgets
are a sum of all the decisions made. A company’s strate-
gic intentions apply to all, and as they change, also
affect all. And so forth.

These commonalities and interlinkages throw sand in
the works. Much of it has to do with timing, which
of course is one of the complaints from the agile com-
munity. Strategic planning and budgeting are almost
always annual processes, and annual processes have a
way of bogging down project planning and prioritiza-
tion processes as well. It comes down to who makes the
basic underlying decisions (e.g., establishing what the
company’s strategic intentions and priorities are), when
they are made, and whether the decisions “stick” in all
the related IT decision-making activities.

Siloization 

The siloization of companies infects practically every-
thing. For example, it makes dealing with the timing
questions so much more difficult. In many companies,
the sequence of events is strategic corporate business
planning, then individual line of business (LOB) plan-
ning, and then budgeting. In the midst of all this, IT is
expected to prepare budgets that affect each LOB, as
well as a project plan that helps define the overall bud-
get. Dealing with siloization is also at the heart of recon-
ciling resource requirements; deciding the priority of
projects from different silos is enormously difficult for
most companies.

CAN LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT ALONE
JUSTIFY AND RECONCILE CONFLICTING DEMANDS
FOR RESOURCES?

The challenge lies in the “reconciliation” part. As we’ll
discover in the culture section below, companies do
differ substantially. A major difference is the degree to
which competing demands for resources occur — for
example, between two LOBs, between two functional
areas of the business (e.g., manufacturing vs. marketing),
and certainly within each LOB or functional area. In the
project portfolio, this forms the basis of prioritization,
which is the selection of one project over another. Agile
and lean methods make strong cases for quick and sim-
ple decisions and constant reassessment of priorities —
and that’s extremely laudable. But in many companies, it
is also very complicated and politics-laden. (This is why

the common elements of strategic intentions and portfo-
lios are so vital in all the IT decision-making practices.) 

But the problem is, can the practices of lean portfolio
management be successful when the primary means
of resource allocation — and the means of resolving
competing demands — are found in other IT decision-
making processes, such as budget, capital budgets, IT
strategic planning, or corporate business planning?
One possible conclusion is that, rather than quicker deci-
sions, we need slower, more thoughtful decisions when
addressing cross-business resource requirements. While a
business context with simple resource allocation require-
ments is perfect for lean methods, it is not clear that they
would be helpful in more complex environments (e.g.,
a multiple-mission government agency). It really does
depend on culture, as we’ll discuss later on.

The current economic situation makes these problems
more challenging. In today’s economic climate, IT orga-
nizations are expected to keep expenses level at best,
or even reduce them overall year over year. This means
that project money is scarce and the object of intense
competition. That competition is premised on knowing
what the projects are — which gets in the way of the
lean idea of making project funding commitments
incrementally. But consider the reality that all this is a
zero-sum game. From our 25-year experience, we know
managers understand that if we approve one project,
we can’t do something else. Everything is a tradeoff.
From a governance process perspective, this creates
winners and losers. This is the case even though the
business overall is the winner — assuming project selec-
tion is based on bottom-line impact — and even though
reasonable people can differ on that bottom-line impact.

BUSINESS MANAGEMENT MAY NOT 
BE INTERESTED IN PARTICIPATING

Complicating matters further is that fact that business
managers in general appear to dislike and distrust IT
decision-making activities. This results partly from the
exhaustion factor — we try to engage the same man-
agers in many IT decision-making processes. It also
results from the reality of the economic pressures.
But it is a real fact: it is difficult to get quality business
management participation on a continuing basis. 

In 2008, we surveyed companies about IT governance
as part of a Cutter Benchmark Review issue on dynamic
IT, or the ability of companies to respond quickly to
turbulent business conditions.4 Table 1 shows how
103 companies characterized as being in turbulent



industries and/or particularly concerned about IT’s
ability to respond to change felt about IT governance.

The results shown in Table 1 are consistent with our
field experience: senior corporate and business unit
managers simply do not believe in existing IT gover-
nance processes. Figure 2 shows the percentage of
participating companies that thought various IT gov-
ernance processes actively improve their ability to be
dynamic and the percentage that thought they actively
hinder that ability. Not surprisingly, agile development
was the process considered by most companies (70%)
to actively improve IT’s ability to respond to change
effectively. Other IT decision-making processes also
were thought to help; for example, 56% of the 103
respondents thought that portfolio management
actively improves their ability to be dynamic. On the
other hand, nearly one-third (29%) of the companies
thought that steering committees significantly inhibit
their ability to change, and one in five (20%) thought
the same of portfolio management.

Taking Table 1 and Figure 2 together, the data shows
overall that: 

1. Most companies do use most of the IT decision-
making practices.

2. Business managers and corporate executives gener-
ally don’t think they all work well. 

3. Many believe IT decision-making processes interfere
with the achievement of dynamic IT (of which
agile/lean techniques are a part).

We find that business management is exhausted, jaded,
and/or confused as to why the same issues (such as

business priorities) come up again and again. So often
the complaint is heard, “Why are you asking the same
questions you asked before?” Or “We settled that issue
last month — why does it come up again [in a different
IT decision-making context]?” The result is that busi-
ness managers may simply not be interested in par-
ticipating in IT decision making in general and lean
portfolio management in particular.

THE SUCCESS OF LEAN PORTFOLIO MANAGEMENT
DEPENDS ON RELATING TO COMPANY CULTURE

It is clearly desirable for companies to adopt such lean
portfolio management practices as focusing on the high-
est priority at any given time, delivering the highest
possible value, and aligning their efforts with corporate
strategy. But as we’ve also seen, adjudicating competing
claims for IT resources is tough to do, and the multiple
demands for business participation in IT decision-
making mean that most such requests are met with
resistance.

We’d like to overcome these challenges with a common
lean portfolio management approach, but as we all
know, “one size does not fit all.” Companies are differ-
ent one from another in critical governance ways. In
our experience, two separate approaches can help
organizations define a successful lean project portfolio
management process. 

The “IT Importance” Approach

This first approach is based on Warren McFarlan’s work
in early 1980s. McFarlan was among the first to formal-
ize the concepts of IT portfolio management,5 and he

Question: Is IT Governance Effective?

Senior IT Managers 

52% Yes

Senior Corporate Managers 

43% Yes

Business Unit Managers 

42% Yes

Table 1 — How Managers at Various Levels Feel about IT Governance
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Figure 2 — Percentage of companies that say governance processes improve vs. inhibit dynamic IT.
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later proposed a quadrant analysis of the use of IT in
companies.6 He suggested that companies fall into one
of four quadrants depending on how important IT cur-
rently is to the company and how competitively impor-
tant IT would be in the future. Figure 3 shows how
these two factors combine to form four quadrants. 

McFarlan’s point is that IT decision making is vastly
different for companies in each quadrant. For example,
the primary drivers for decision making for companies
in the Support quadrant are cost containment and
operational excellence, whereas the primary decision-
making drivers for companies in the Strategic quadrant
are strategic business support and strategic effective-
ness. In other words, decision making about scarce IT
resources will be driven by very different factors —
and performed by different people — for companies in
different quadrants (see Table 2).

Such analysis is fine as far as it goes, but the reality is
that companies typically do not fall easily into just one
quadrant. A company with multiple LOBs often has one

or more in each quadrant. Or a company may have
functional areas (e.g., manufacturing, finance, market-
ing) in two or more quadrants. 

To the extent that LOBs or functional areas are in
multiple quadrants, then the problem of reconciling
conflicting demands for resources is significantly more
difficult. In our experience, it is unlikely that the port-
folio management process can successfully deal with
resource allocation when large components of the
business are in different quadrants. 

The Cultural Assessment Approach

The second approach to defining an appropriate lean
portfolio management process, which is based on our
research and consulting experience over the last 25
years, is an assessment that examines the culture of
business governance and planning/management. The
two factors to consider are the current governance cul-
ture for the business as a whole and the way the com-
pany times its basic planning and budgeting processes. 

High

Low

Low High

Current

Importance

of IT Operations

to the Enterprise

Future Competitive

Importance of IT in the Industry

STRATEGIC

SUPPORT TURNAROUND

FACTORY

Figure 3 — The current and future importance of IT 
to the company.

IT Importance 

Quadrant

Who is ideally involved in lean 

portfolio management?

What is the most important basis for making 

basic portfolio decisions?

Strategic

Turnaround

Factory

Support

Senior leadership committee

Senior leadership committee

Senior leadership of business units

Managers and directors

How well does a project support the 
competitive strategies of the company?

How well does a project support the 
competitive strategies for the company, plus 
the strong financial (ROI) justification?

How well does a project improve the 
operational excellence of the company?

To what extent does a project contribute to 
cost containment and/or reduction?

Table 2 — Portfolio Management Decision Making by “IT Importance” Quadrant
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Figure 4 — Management culture quadrants.
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The first factor examines how the corporate executives
view the management of the many parts of the com-
pany — its LOBs and its functional areas. A “central-
ized” culture operates as a single business; major
decisions are made in a single process, perhaps by the
senior leadership team. The “decentralized” culture
puts most major decisions in the hands of each LOB or
functional area, typically treating only financial perfor-
mance issues at the highest corporate decision-making
level. 

The second factor examines the timing of management
processes. “Annual” companies look at budgets, finan-
cial results, competitive decisions, and the like in a
yearly management process. “Episodal” companies look
at basic decisions as the need occurs, often monthly or
quarterly or as events dictate. 

Figure 4 displays the quadrants that result. “Siloed”
companies are annual, but most decisions are made at
the business unit level. “Autonomous” companies are
collections of business units, each with its own decision-
making processes. “Traditional” companies (our term)
are centrally managed and operate with annual cycles.
“Reactive” companies are centralized but respond to
circumstances as they arise. Table 3 shows how the
portfolio process itself may be different according to
the management culture quadrant.

The relationship of lean portfolio management to
corporate planning processes, to budgeting, to capital
budgeting, indeed to all of corporate governance, is
determined by this cultural assessment. For example,
in the autonomous quadrant, the principles of lean
management are much more easily adopted than, say,
in the traditional quadrant. The reason is that, in the
former, none of the disadvantages (annual corporate
processes, attempts to allocate resources across silos,
etc.) apply. And the specific approaches will be different
for each business unit in the autonomous quadrant.

But as with the IT importance quadrants above, a rea-
sonably large company may exhibit more than one cul-
tural profile. Again, any company with multiple LOBs
or separate functional units (e.g., marketing, manufac-
turing, finance) may find that the culture and character-
istics of the various units are in different quadrants. 

So the challenge is to find approaches that satisfy our
requirements — for business engagement, for real
decisions to be made, for effective decision making
using lean and agile methods — that accommodate the
multiple profiles described above. Taking a uniform
approach in the face of the cultural diversity we’ve just
sketched would doom the effort to failure. Table 4 char-
acterizes the application of lean portfolio management
in multiple-profile companies. 

Management 

Culture Quadrant

Who is ideally involved in 

lean portfolio management?

What is the scope of the 

portfolio decisions?

Siloed

Autonomous

Traditional

Reactive

Senior leadership of business units

Senior leadership of business units

Senior leadership committee

Ad hoc

Separate portfolios by business units

Separate portfolios by business units

Enterprise-wide portfolio

It depends

Table 3 — Portfolio Management Decision Process by Management Culture Quadrant

Quadrant Characteristics A reasonable approach to the scope 

of lean portfolio management

A single profile for both IT importance and 
management culture

Single culture profile, 
multiple IT importance profiles

Multiple profiles

This is the sweet spot for lean portfolio 
management at the enterprise level.

With care in the selection of decision-
making parameters (like strategic 
intentions) and with strong support, 
an enterprise-wide approach is possible  
— but there are risks.

The scope should be carefully 
determined, likely bounded by separate 
profiles for separate business units.

Table 4 — Applying Lean Portfolio Management in Multiple-Profile Companies
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CONCLUSION

We said at the outset that this article would address
whether program and portfolio management can be
improved by the application of lean/agile techniques.
Lean portfolio management is a main component of IT
governance and has to be undertaken with that in mind,
taking the following steps:

Build on the idea that all IT governance deals with
justification and reconciliation of competing demands
for resources. It’s a question of where these decisions
are to be made.

Understand that lean methods are achieved only by
direct engagement of business management.

Do a self-study to determine the company’s profile.
Add to this the analysis of the requirements for gov-
ernance. This will entail a cultural assessment as well
as understanding the exact process interlinkages
among your IT governance activities.

Align processes, decisions, and governance with
what’s important to business management. This
activity, too, is based on the cultural assessment.

Discourage business management from treating port-
folio management as a means for shepherding their
individual projects. 

Emphasize that business management participation
has to result in real decisions. 

Can portfolio management be improved with lean methods?

Yes, if the issues of resource reconciliation and business
management participation are successfully addressed.

Can lean/agile methods be applied to the other IT decision-
making processes?

We have been discussing lean portfolio management as it
might be applied alongside the other IT decision-making
processes. But perhaps the relevant questions are:

Can lean portfolio management replace any of the
other IT decision-making processes and thus resolve
the problems? 

Can lean/agile principles be applied in those other
processes? 

Can a CIO resolve the issues described above by
changing all the interrelated IT decision-making
processes in favor of lean/agile methods? 

If we are to achieve success in any of these objectives,
we propose these four ground rules:

1. Any initiative to move more broadly to “adaptive
governance” should focus on project portfolio man-
agement as the centerpiece. Planners should under-
stand all these related governance areas (recall Figure
1) and how project decision making fits in. This par-
ticularly applies to budgeting (and/or chargeback).
The tendency in all of these areas is to focus on the
“plan” and an annual cycle. To be successful in
changing portfolio management, any lean portfolio
management initiative should deal with how the
portfolio and the related planning processes relate to
these annual cycles. At the same time, the initiative
must also deal with the reality that each business unit
generally has different interests and priorities — and
as suggested in the previous section, different IT criti-
calities and management cultures. 

2. The adaptive initiative has to produce real decisions
at every step. Whether these decisions involve priori-
tization, or budgets, or project approvals, the process
must be the decision-making process for individual
projects and the project portfolio overall. 

3. The process has to be transparent. That is, the data
that leads to decisions has to be apparent and the
ground rules agreed to.

4. Projects — whether conventionally “troubled” or
just of lower priority — must be rejected or stopped
as a result of the lean portfolio management process.
Without the possibility that projects can be stopped,
management will have no stake in the process. 
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